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New Jersey, Minnesota and Chelsea
Operations
All Praise is due to Allah the Lord of the world, and
May the peace and Blessings of Allah be upon the
most noble of the Prophets and Messengers, Prophet
Mohammed (SAW) his family and companions.
Less than a week has passed by since the 9/11 anniversary took place when a blast shook at the same place
- Manhattan. And not far away there was another
explosion in New Jersey and in the same day a man
made takbir (Allahu Akbar) and stabbed eight people
in a shopping mall in Minnesota.
Events of the day began at the Sea-Side park beach
in New Jersey where 5000 people were anticipated to
participate in a marathon event in support of veterans
and the families of captives. September 17th Sunday
morning, a bomb placed in a garbage container at the
path of the marathon exploded before the runners
could pass by; and this was due to the delay in the
starting time of the Marathon. The race was immediately cancelled, and the police began searching for
other bombs. They deployed safety measures and people were evacuated from the beach and nearby houses.

sions took place in the 26th Avenue intersecting 6th
Avenue. The bomb was placed in a garbage container.
Immediately after half an hour, in Cross Roads shopping center in St. Cloud Minnesota, a man stabbed
eight people. Before his attack, he asked one of them if
he was a Muslim or not and then began his attack by
saying Allah Akbar (Allah is Great).
Police rushed searching other garbage containers existing in the neighboring streets. They found another
bomb at the 27th Avenue, it was a pressure cooker
bomb similar to the one in Boston Marathon.

GENERAL ANALYSIS OF THE
OPERATION
A. THE TIMING
The operation was executed a few days after the 9/11
anniversary events. The timing has both a political and
security dimension, this is because carrying out an
operation during the same days of the 9/11 anniversary increases the sense of fear, insecurity and brings
back the past memories in details; especially when the
operation targeted the same place - Manhattan.
At a time when the Americans are commemorating

The same night, 8:30 p.m., there was a huge explosion
in New York's Chelsea neighborhood, Manhattan in
which 29 people were injured one critical. The explo-
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their dead and reading their names, the operation was
being prepared somewhere in order to revive the anniversary of the events in a different way. One may
ask the question as to why the operations did not take
place during the same day of the 9/11 anniversary if
the intention was to revive the anniversary of 9/11?
No doubt that preparing the pressure cooker bombs
began even before the events. Because preparing a
single pressure cooker bomb may take at least a week,
it is likely that preparations for the operation took
more time than anticipated. And if we say that the operations were coordinated, of which initial evidences
indicates to this, this meant that the coordination of
the operations in the different states completed only
in the day of executing the operations. Therefore, it is
likely to say that the intention of striking the targets in
the same day was to realize momentum in media and
security. This doubled the state of worry and fear of
similar and imminent operations specially that these
operations came in time after reports talking about
the increasing rate of worry and fear, which accompanying the anniversary of 9/11 events this year, to approximately 50%.
Another reason that may explain the cause of delay
is that the attack was intentionally executed at a time
of an important political event, the gathering of UN
member states for the 71st Session of the UN general
assembly in New York, which took place two days after
the execution of the operations. Therefore, it is logically to say that the delay came to coincide between
the two occasions.

B-THE REACTION:

When the operations began in New Jersey, the government tried to downplay the situation and convince
the public opinion that it was not an intentional act
and that Jihad has nothing to do with it. It did not take
long and the second operation took place in Minnesota, and the government still did not take the incident
seriously as a Lone Jihad act despite the attacker making takbir and targeting non-Muslim only. And within
a short span of time, before the Minnesota operation
by half an hour came the third operation, an explosion in the suburbs of Manhattan. And even though
the security organs managed to find a note near the
explosive devices, as suggested previously by Inspire
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Magazine to Lone Jihad operations, the government
still tried to downplay the incident, distancing it from
Jihad in order not to excite fears once more in Manhattan.
Anyone who witnessed the incident and the steps and
procedures taken during investigation, will clearly notice that these procedures are only placed when there
is a Jihadi Operation: Immediately after the operations the Counter Terrorism Joint Force, federal officials and the FBI began investigations, and President
Obama was immediately briefed … these procedures
take place when there is a Jihadi Operation.

C-THE OUTCOMES:

These operations attained their goal but in different
proportions, and the synchronization of the operation made them realize an exceptional success. Thus
once again reviving fear and terror at a time when successive American administrations lie to their people,
convincing them that they have crushed ‘terrorist’
groups and disrupted their capabilities and therefore
the American citizens live in a peace, safe and stable
life. These are the most important messages of the operations. And it is with no doubt that the American
people are still living in a fantasy world indoctrinated
by their political propaganda that justifies to their
government to invade other nations, plunge their
wealth and support oppressive regimes such as Israel.
Therefore, these are the main reasons and motives of
such operations
There is a saying in the Military that goes, “too much
defense, deceives the one who sets it”. America has
only two options; either to eradicate all the Muslims
or to respond to their fair demands. Muslims do not
accept weakness and defeat. Their Quran urges them
to defend themselves and give them the glad tidings
of Paradise as a reward to this. Moreover, who truly
has faith in Allah and knows that the Paradise will be
his reward will never accept humiliation, disgrace and
will never bow to anyone else but Allah.
These types of operations bring uncertainty and insecurity to the economy and dragging it down to lowlevels, signaling to investors that investment in America is no longer safe.

GUIDELINES ON THE STABBING
OPERATION IN MINNESOTA
THE FIRST POINT:

The attacker was disguised as a security officer, this
undoubtedly gives the attacker more flexibility in
moving and approaching the target. Any one seeing
a person in security clothing attacking someone will
never expect it to be a Jihadi operation, this is because
it is his job to protect people and hence the element of
surprise has been fulfilled by the attacker.

THE SECOND POINT:

The executor of the operation asked one of the targets
if he was a Muslim?
Here we have to stop and ponder on this question, we
do not think that the main reason for the attacker to
ask this question was that he had doubts if the targets
were Muslims or not. This is because any one living
in the West can clearly distinguish a Muslim from a
non-Muslim, mainly by the signs and characteristics
that differentiate the two. Confirming individual targets before executing an operation is done when one
is using a weapon that is intended to target specific
individuals, but in operations where weapons such
as explosives are used it becomes difficult to distin-

guish between groups of people. It is a method used
by the prophet (SAW) when he ordered the shelling
of the infidels' castles with a mangonel and this is well
known among the scholars and people of knowledge.

THE THIRD POINT:

The weapon used by the attacker indicates his will,
resolute and readiness to execute an operation even
if the only weapon he had was a knife. Similar to his
brothers in Palestine; an implied message to them and
in support of their cause.
In spite of this, we see that the Lone Mujahid should
do his best to acquire more effective and crushing
means as the Tsarnaev brothers did, they used a pressure cooker bomb such as the one used in Chelsea,
Manhattan; or using a truck as done by the Lone Mujahid in the Nice operation. And there are many ways
in which the Lone Mujahid can use to inflict a heavy
blow to the enemy. We at Inspire Magazine have presented more than ten means to be used in an operation which can be referred to in previous issues.

GUIDELINES ON NEW JERSEY
OPERATION

The operation delivered its message and fulfilled its
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goals. As a reaction resulting from the operation the
government evacuated the beach and tens of houses.
And because of these procedures the American citizen
will definitely feel and live in a state of fear and instability, which means that the message of the operation
has been delivered.
As of the technical guidance of the operation, we think
that the executor used a timing device so that it could
detonator at a time when the marathon runners were
passing by the device. In this case, we prefer the use
of a remote control detonator as used by the Tsarnaev
brothers
in the Boston Marathon. You can refer to the eighth
Issue of Inspire Magazine in which we explained how
to use a remote control.

GUIDELINES ON CHELSEA
OPERATION

In this field, you can benefit from Inspire Magazine.

▶ THE FOURTH POINT:

It was better to put the bomb in a place where people
are gathering and standing around it, such as a shopping center. This is because people pass by quickly
besides garbage containers and they don’t normally
stand beside them. This explain the result of the injured in the operation.

▶ THE FIFTH POINT:

The design of the pressure cooker bomb that did not
explode was similar to the one used by the Tsarnaev
brothers. The two brothers designed the bomb using
the instructions from the first issue of Inspire Magazine. Therefore, anyone who wants to design the same
type of bomb should refer to Inspire Magazine Issue
one.

▶ THE FIRST POINT:
Selecting the day of the week:

In Continuation upon the path of the blessed global Jihad, whose idea was set and its
spark ignited by Sheikh Osama Bin Laden- May Allah give mercy to him. The one who
strengthened its roots and structuring its building through the 911/ operation and other
operations before it. And in continuation upon the call to Lone Jihad, of which the necessity of war gave rise to it, making it a significant important military means inseparable from
the interests of the Ummah to pressure and defend upon the American Imperialism. And
in continuation in providing support through Inspire Magazine towards this blessed call to
Lone Jihad operations in the West specifically. We have and continue to provide assistance
to this Jihad. And in addition to this and through its team that focuses on guidance to the
Lone Mujahid, we have decided to make a new addition in support of Lone Jihad, namely:
«Inspire Guide». So as to follow-up, guide, put right and correct Lone Jihad operations in
order to realize the best military and political results that serve the general policy of the
Mujahidin in our war with America.

The executor selected Saturday night, this is when the
streets are crowded with people. It is a good timing
for an operation so as to achieve its military purpose
i.e. attaining the maximum damage and casualties as
possible (Operations involving targeting general gatherings).

▶ THE SECOND POINT:
Selecting the place of operation;

New York is described as the economic capital of
America and Manhattan is considered as the most
important suburb in it, it is the administrative and
economic center of New York. The importance of the
Chelsea neighborhood is seen in the class of residents
who live there, majority of them are notables and upper class. Therefore, if a well-known restaurant had
been targeted there during a weekend definitely one of
the very important persons would have been affected.

▶ THE THIRD POINT:

In such non-martyrdom operations, hiding and removing fingerprints is considered an important measure in attaining success in your security. The more
time the government delays to detect the executor of
the operation the more successful the operation will
be. If the executor were to disappear completely undetected, it will be deemed as a high level of security
success and the vice versa is true.
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FINALLY

We say to our Muslim brothers in the West … This
is America which wages war against the Muslims all
over the world directly or through its agents. So it is
obligated upon you by the sharia to stand against it
and its imperialistic projects. And to our brothers, the
heroes of Lone Jihad, we urge you to target America.
You can see how America gets exhausted by a single
operation and how a single operation by a Lone Mujahid hero can cost America its prestige and security …
By Allah rise up and give victory to Islam and by Allah
rise up and wage Jihad.
And our final call is all praise is due to Allah, the Lord of the world
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